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About Sarah Council Dance Projects
Sarah Council Dance Projects (SCDP) is a contemporary modern dance company that was 
founded in New York City in 2007 by choreographer Sarah Council. SCDP is focused on 
contemporary dance investigation, creation and performance and works to share these 
experiences with others through presentations, workshops and residencies. 

SCDP has performed and taught extensively throughout New York City and the east coast 
region. In 2014, Council relocated from NYC to Charlotte, North Carolina where she continues to 
develop and perform new work, and conduct community engagement efforts. Council’s works 
range from intimate observations of daily life and relationships, to wider focused explorations 
of pressing social justice issues.  Her dances emerge from a collection of personal experiences, 
research and observations. They are shaped by extended periods of investigation that give 
rise to an intimacy between the dancers that is deeply felt by audiences. Council’s movement 
explores momentum, dynamic contrast and breath, while maintaining a physical and emotional 
clarity that is detailed and precise. Her choreography is grounded in a visceral theatricality - 
producing dances that are thought-provoking and emotionally transporting. 

Council’s choreography has been presented in numerous venues in NYC, including: The Green 
Building, The 92nd St. Y, The LaGuardia Performing Arts Center, Times Square Arts Center, 
The Flea Theater, The Secret Theater, The LABA Theater, The Riverside Theatre, Green Space, 
Triskelion Arts, Topaz Arts, Merce Cunningham Studio, Dance New Amsterdam, and Gowanus 
Arts. Council’s work has also been presented at the following venues in Washington, DC, 
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Florida and North Carolina: Dance Place (DC), The Jack Guidone 
Theater (DC), Franklin Marshall University (PA), Glema Mahr Center for the Arts (KY), 
Jacksonville Episcopal School (FL), Meredith College (NC), Bennett College (NC), The Duke 
Energy Theater (NC) and Goodyear Arts (NC).

SCDP has received support from the Queens Council on the Arts, The Puffin Foundation and 
The DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities. She was awarded the North Carolina Dance 
Alliance/North Carolina Dance Festival New Works Award.

Council received several commissions for her choreography. In 2017,  she created a new 
work with selected faculty of Winthrop University (NC). In 2013,  she was in-residence at The 
Jacksonville Episcopal School (FL), where she created an original piece and taught master 
classes and workshops. In 2013, SCDP was commissioned by Brad Downall and Glema Mahr 
Center for the Arts (KY) for the expansion and performance of Staring at Stones, a work that 
takes a look at Appalachian culture. This work was supported in part by a South Arts Regional 
Touring Grant.

SCDP presents public performances yearly through showcases, festivals and self-produced 
performances. SCDP offers additional opportunities for public engagement throughout 
their creative process by hosting open-rehearsals and community-based dance-making 
workshops. As a dance educator, Council believes that the creative process is empowering and 
transformative for individuals and communities. Sharing this process is a passion and priority 
for SCDP. In this effort, Council has conducted residencies, presented lecture demonstrations 



and taught master classes and dance-making workshops to 
people of all ages and abilities throughout New York City, New 
Jersey, Washington DC, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Florida and 
North Carolina. SCDP offers Move, Create and Collaborate: 
arts- integrated creative dance residencies for K-12. These 
residencies are currently being implemented in Charlotte 
Mecklenburg public schools.

Quotes
“Sarah Council’s ‘Hold Sway’ is a duet whose formal rigor 
simmers with emotional heat.” 
 Louise J. Sunshine – www.gowanuswildlifereview.org

“Council’s comic yet poignant ‘Finding Eve’ charted a girl’s 
development into a young woman.” 
Clare Croft – The Washington Post 

[Council’s performance] “…benefited from crystal clear 
technique and stage presence...In ‘Finding Eve’ a solo about 
becoming a woman Council grinned at the audience with her 
whole body...Council’s ‘Chrysalis’ displayed her adeptness at 
manipulating a larger group…” 
Clare Croft – The Washington Post 

“’Unconditional’, a solo, created and performed by guest 
choreographer Sarah Council...contains lots of piquant 
impulses that explode into snazzy snippets of movement.” 
Lisa Jo Sagolla – BackStage 

“Sarah Council, an uncommonly honest and expressive 
performer who is new to the area, presented ‘Unconditional’ 
a solo of expansive arms and fluid movement” 
Kirsten Bodensteiner – The Washington Post 

“Sarah Clark (Council) uses her bare legs and feet like 
semaphores to flesh out the aberrant movements of the 
patient protagonist with just the right amount of anguish  
and abandon” 
John Brandenburg – The Oklahoman 

Sarah Council
Artistic Director
202.236.9176
skcouncil@gmail.com
www.sarahcouncildance.com



SCDP Company Highlights

2018
Successful implementation of SCDP education 
program: Move, Create and Collaborate into 
several Charlotte Mecklenburg public schools.

2017
SCDP was commissioned by selected faculty 
from Winthrop University (SC) to create a new 
work entitled , The Space Between.

2016
Recipient of the NCDA/NCDF New Works 
Award for the creation of Dislocate. Dislocate 
regional  NC tour to Raleigh, Greensboro and 
Charlotte. 

2014
Deep Water was presented by Gowanus 
Art+Production in Brooklyn,  New York 
and Glema Mahr Center for the Arts in 
Madisonville KY.

2013
Council was the recipient of a Queens Arts 
Fund Grant, administered by The Queens 
Council on the Arts for the creation of project, 
Deep Water. Funding for Deep Water was also 
made possible by a grant from  
The Puffin Foundation.
2012
Deep Water, an evening of dance focused 
on gender, exploitation and survival was 
commissioned in part by Glema Mahr Center 
for the Arts in Madisonville,  KY.



2011/2012
Council was selected by the Queens Council 
on the Arts to participate in the LEAP Dance 
Project, a professional development program  
designed to support individual dance 
artists and foster a community of dance 
professionals in Queens.

2011
SCDP was selected as the featured company 
for the Queens Fringe Festival 2011.

2010 
SCDP created and performed, Shadowlands, a 
full length evening of choreography presented 
by Green Space NYC.

2009 
SCDP was invited to Washington DC by 
Mason/Rhynes Productions to perform Nada.

2008 
SSCDP presented a co-produced concert, 
Under the Memory Tree, at the Merce 
Cunningham Studio where new work Holding 
Pattern was premiered.
2007 
SCDP was founded and performed extensively 
in the NYC area:  Friday’s at Noon (92nd street 
Y), Dance Conversations at the Flea (The Flea 
theater), Solor- Powered Dance Series, The 
Nudance Festival (The Riverside Theater), 
Green Space Blooms (Green Space), and The 
Raw Festival (Dance Theater Workshop).





Biographies 

Sarah Council 
Founder/Artistic Director
Sarah Council is a choreographer and teacher. She founded Sarah Council Dance Projects (SCDP) 
in 2007 as a platform to explore her choreographic ideas.

Council’s choreography has been presented in numerous venues in NYC,  including: The Green 
Building, The 92nd St. Y, The LaGuardia Performing Arts Center, Times Square Arts Center, 
The Flea Theater, The Secret Theater, The LABA Theater, The Riverside Theatre, Green Space, 
Triskelion Arts, Topaz Arts, Merce Cunningham Studio, Dance New Amsterdam and Gowanus 
Arts. Council’s work has also been presented at the following venues in Washington, DC, 
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Florida and North Carolina: Dance Place (DC), The Jack Guidone 
Theater (DC), Franklin Marshall University (PA),Glema Mahr Center for the Arts (KY), 
Jacksonville Episcopal School (FL), Meredith College (NC), Bennett College (NC) and The Duke 
Energy Theater (NC).

SCDP has received support from the Queens Council on the Arts, The Puffin Foundation and 
The DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities. She was awarded the North Carolina Dance 
Alliance/ North Carolina Dance Festival New Works Award for her work, Dislocate.

As a dance educator, Council believes that the creative process is empowering and 
transformative for individuals and communities. Sharing this process is a passion and priority 
for SCDP. In this effort, Council has conducted residencies, presented lecture demonstrations 
and taught master classes and dance-making workshops to people of all ages and abilities 
throughout New York City, New Jersey, Washington DC, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Florida 
and North Carolina. SCDP offers Move, Create and Collaborate: arts- integrated creative 
dance residencies for K-12. These residencies are currently being implemented in Charlotte 
Mecklenburg public schools. 

Along with presenting her own programming, Council has worked with arts education 
organizations: Together in Dance (NYC), The New Jersey Performing Arts Center (NJ), The Wolf 
Trap Institute of Early Learning for the Arts (DC/NJ/NC), American Dance institute (DC), Dance 
Place (DC) and Joy of Motion (DC). She has performed with Gesel Mason, Deborah Riley, 
Helanius Wilkens, Cynthia Word and Citydance Ensemble.

Sarah has a BFA from the University of Oklahoma and is a Certified GYROTONIC® trainer.



Current Collaborators

Melissa Brading – dancer
Melissa Brading is originally from Topeka, KS and 
holds a bachelor’s degree in dance education from 
the University of Central Oklahoma. For three years 
she served as a company member in Ad Deum Dance 
Company under the direction of Randall Flinn in Houston, 
TX. Since moving to New York, Melissa has worked 
with choreographers such as Hope Boykin, Amanda 
Selwyn, Chris Ferris, Crystal Davis and Nejla Yatkin.

Jenn Jones – dancer
Jenn Jones is a Georgia born dancer who has had the 
opportunity to work professionally in the many facets of the 
dance community. She attended Columbia College in Chicago 
and the University of South Florida in Tampa, earning an 
Associate of Arts degree in Secondary Education, and a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Dance Performance.

Jones has performed with Busch Gardens, Bella Danza 
Collective, Enigma Dance Kru, VYB Dance Company, Event 
Show Productions, TOC Project, and Karen Peterson  
and Dancers.

Jones has choreographed for Jobsite Theatre Company and 
has taught dance at Patel Conservatory, Tampa Preparatory 
School and the Academy of Holy Names.

Claire Nagy-Kato– dancer
Claire is a modern dancer from Tallahassee, Florida who 
has studied chemistry and sustainability. She works in 
food sourcing and is a yoga teacher at the YMCA. In 
and out of work, Claire encourages the practice of self-
awareness to discover how food and expression play 
large roles in our personal health and happiness. 

Sarah Pope – dancer
Sarah Pope, dancer, improviser and teacher, is originally from 
Southern California and holds a BFA in Ballet and Modern 
Dance from Texas Christian University. Sarah has been a 
member of Sarah Council Dance Projects since 2006, and 
is also a member of Mark Lamb Dance. She also currently 
works with HT Chen & Dancers. Sarah teaches ballet, creative 
dance, and adult fitness at Spoke the Hub Dancing.



Amanda Rentschler – dancer
Amanda Rentschler is a Charlotte native. She 
began basic dance training with Charlotte 
Ballet in her early teens in hopes of expanding 
her musical theater abilities, but fell in love 
with modern dance in the process. She 
received her high school diploma and BFA 
in contemporary dance from UNCSA.  Since 
graduating she’s danced in New York City, 
Baltimore and Portland, OR. Upon returning 
to Charlotte she has danced with Caroline 
Calouche & Co, Plexus Dance, and created her 
own original works for students. She believes 
strongly that acting and dance are intertwined 
and to be an engaging performer in one, you 
must study the other. 

Lillian Willis – dancer 
Lillian Willis is a freelance and independent 
dance artist, writer, and researcher based 
in Charlotte, NC. After graduating from UNC 
Charlotte with a BA in Dance Performance, 
Choreography, and Theory, she began 
working as Movement Mentor - a role 
created to accommodate students with visual 
impairments in the Department of Dance. 
Lillian has presented writing and research 
at the inaugural Dance Studies Association 
conference and UNC Charlotte, where she 
was a Charlotte Research Scholar. She has 
performed works by Paul Taylor, Martha 
Graham, and AGA Collaborative and studied 
Gaga with originator, Ohad Naharin.



Selected Choreography

A History Of Dirt  [Click here for excerpts] 
BOOM (Petra’s, NC), Greensboro Fringe Festival (Stephen 
Hyers Studio Theater NC), LadyFestCLT (Goodyear Arts NC)

A History of Dirt is a quartet that considers how the past 
affects the present by presenting physical embodiments 
of human experience and connection. Through this work 
Council investigates the body as a keeper of histories - a 
record of things we’ve done and of things done to us. 

Music – Ronald Keith Parks , Zoe Keating and Michael Wall

The Space Between  [Click here for excerpts]
New work commissioned by Winthrop University. 
(LadyfestCLT NC, Winthrop University SC, and Greensboro 
Fringe Fest NC)

The Space Between is a duet that looks at the nature of 
connection. The work explores the energetic bonds that 
develop between people, unique to each relationship or 
situation. The idea for this new work came from an interest 
in mirror neurons; the fascinating research that asserts that 
we are essentially hardwired to empathize with one another, 
to try on experiences neurologically as we observe them.  

Music – Ronald Keith Parks and Mark Leonard Lewis

Dislocate  [Click here for excerpts]
Recipient of the NCDA/NCDF New Work Award: Shelter 
(Duke Energy Theater, Charlotte NC), NC Dance Festival 
(Bennett College, Raleigh NC), Dislocate: Dance and 
Conversation (Meredith College, Greensboro, NC)

Dislocate, recipient of the NC Dance Alliance/NC Dance 
Festival’s 2016 New Works Award, is a quartet centered on 
themes of loss, perception and paradigm shifts. Inspired 
by interviews gathered from international refugee families 
relocated to Charlotte, North Carolina, Dislocate, is a physical 
inquiry into stories of courage, expectation, disappointment 
and sacrifice.

Music – Michael Wall

https://vimeo.com/311122073
https://vimeo.com/252264468
https://vimeo.com/233592425


Staring at Stones  [Click here for excerpts]
Glema Mahr Center for the Arts (KY); GAP Presents (the Green building);Nudance 2012 (The 
Riverside Theatre), Your Move 2012 (Art Hose Productions), LEAP Dance Project Showcase 
(The LaGuardia Performing Arts Center), Queens Fringe Festival (The Secret Theater), Dance 
Conversations @ The Flea (The Flea Theater)

Music – Luke Abbott, Donna Ray Norton, Carla Gover, Anna Roberts-Gevalt, Lou Crites and 
Bruno Augusto.

Costumes – Mandarin Wu

Staring at Stones takes a closer look at Council’s southern roots and personal history by 
exploring the culture, music, and poetry of the Appalachian Mountains, through the eyes of the 
hard working women who called these hills their home. 

The sound score is comprised of a an original composition by Anna Roberts-Gevalt and Carla 
Gover along with a collection of recorded thoughts told by Appalachian native, Lou Crites and 
two traditional ballads sung and performed by Donna Ray Norton and Luke Abbott. 

https://vimeo.com/97448750
https://vimeo.com/240933155


Shadowlands  [Click here for excerpts]
Glema Mahr Center for the Arts (KY); GAP Presents (the Green building); The Poverty and 
Injustice Conference ( Franklin Marshal university), NuDance Festival (The Riverside Theater), 
Freedom Week 2010 (The LABA Theater at the 14th St Y), Take Root 2010 (Green Space), Dance 
Conversations @ The Flea (The Flea Theater)

Music – original commission by Greg Heffernan

Costume – Mandarin Wu and Sally Im

Set Design – Chris Mauirro and Morgan Fox

Shadowlands, is a group work that journeys into the world of human trafficking and modern-
day slavery.  Inspired by the stories of trafficking survivors, the piece opens on faceless dancers, 
whose exposed spines are contorted into the small spaces of stackable platforms. As the work 
unfolds these structures mold and change into hiding places, hotel beds, prisons and pedestals. 
The haunting musical score composed by Greg Heffernan draws the audience into this  
shadowy world.  

“...not only beautiful but immensely powerful...”
Ann lien – Abolitionist  
Founder/Director of Freedom Week NYC

https://vimeo.com/97283564


Finding Eve  [Click here for excerpts]
Take Root 2010 (Green Space),The Artery Festival 2007 (Time 
Square Arts Center), Deborah Riley Dance Projects (Dance 
Place), Dance Project (Jack Giudone Theater, DC)

Music – Pink Martini

Finding Eve is a solo that explores the awkwardness and 
confusion that is often felt while entering women hood, 
finding humor in this “coming of age” situation.

Holding Pattern  [Click here for excerpts]
Freedom Week 2010 (The LABA Theater at the 14th St 
Y),Take Root 2010 (Green Space), Under the Memory Tree 
(Merce Cunningham Studio), Nudance Festival (The Riverside 
Theater), Solar One: Solar Powered Dance Series, Winter 
Follies (Gowanus Arts), DanceNowNYC Festival: Raw Studio 
Series (Topaz Arts), Dance Conversations @ the Flea (The Flea 
Theater), Gowanus Wildlife Preserve Showcase (Gowanus 
Arts ), DanceNowNYC: Raw Studio Series (Dance Theater 
Workshop), Waxworks (Triskelion Arts), Local produce 
Festival, The Artery Festival 2007 (Time Square Arts Center), 
Works in Progress (Dance New Amsterdam)

Music - Zoe Keating, Warsaw Village Band, The Bulgarian 
State Radio and Television Female Choir

Holding Pattern is a collection of three dances that focus 
on the repeating behaviors we find in and around us. The 
piece opens with Grasp a solo that explores the terrain 
of unrelenting thoughts and charts the unfolding of one 
woman’s mind as she braves her buried memories. In Hold 
Fast two dancers are bound by a constant connection, 
woven together by limbs and joints as they incessantly wind, 
unwind, propel and restrict. Through reoccurring images and 
interactions that range from tender to oppressive, the closing 
duet, Hold Sway, maps a continual struggle for control. 

“...comic yet poignant...” 
Clare Croft –  
The Washington Post

https://vimeo.com/158122455
https://vimeo.com/158120821


Nada  [Click here for excerpts]
Take Root 2010 (Green Space), Winter Follies 
(Gowanus Arts), Late Night w/ Mason Rhynes 
Productions (Joy of Motion, Washington DC), 
Queens Arts Express (Green Space), Fridays @ 
Noon (92nd street Y), Dance Conversations @ 
The Flea (The Flea Theater)

Music – The Breeders and Gogol Bordello

Inspired by the musical stylings of Gogol 
Bordello and The Breeders, securely rooted 
in the belief that once we peek below 
the surface no one is “normal”, Nada is a 
celebration of idiosyncrasy. The piece grows 

out of the personalities of the dancers 
expressed through the creation of unique 
movement vocabularies. This quirky dance 
environment explores personal oddities and 
what we sometimes do to keep them  
under wraps. 

https://vimeo.com/158123588


“...uncommonly honest and expressive...” 
Kirsten Bodensteiner – The Washington Post



Booking and Services

Performances and Commissions
SCDP’s performance repertory includes a 
diverse collection of dance works that range 
from large group dances to intimate duets 
and solos. These projects vary in duration 
from short 10 minute, pieces to multi-layered 
evening length programs. In addition to 
company performances, SCDP is available 
to create new work or set existing work on 
companies, schools, or individuals.

Please contact us for current repertoire, 
performance fees and company schedules.

Dance-Making Workshops
SCDP believes that the creative process is 
powerful and transformative. We are happy 
to offer dance-making workshop for all ages 
and levels of experience. The workshops 
begin with a basic guided movement warm-
up and then progress through a series of 
improvisational and choreographic structures.  
The workshop concludes with an open time of 
sharing and reflection.

“...Dance making, when generous and 
community minded can be stress-less.” 
Dance making workshop participant



Master Classes  
SCDP offers master classes that invite 
participants to get to know and enjoy their 
own moving body. The class includes a 
warm-up that uses both choreographed 
and improvisational structures to prepare 
the body for full-range movement that is 
fluid and efficient. The class culminates in 
students learning SCDP repertory phrase 
work; playing with elements of dynamic 
contrast, personal choice and expression 
within choreographed material. 

Move, Create and Collaborate
SCDP offers Move, Create and Collborate: 
an arts integrated creative dance residency 
for grades K-12, that engages students in 
an exploration of classroom curriculum 
through movement and dance-making. 
Directed by choreographer and dance 
educator, Sarah Council, students will have 
the opportunity to experience the joy of 

movement while participating in problem- 
solving, self expression and collaboration. 
Working collaboratively, students will create 
choreography that explores a curriculum 
area selected by classroom teachers such 
as science, math, language arts and social 
studies.

 SCDP creates a rich immersive arts 
experience for all participants and provides 
educators with accessible arts integration 
strategies that empower them to carry the 
work forward for years to come!

For all Booking inquires please contact Artistic 
Director, Sarah Council at (202)-236-9176

“It was so interesting to see my students 
completely involved in the creative 
process…What a wonderful experience…” 
Diane Clark –  
Classroom teacher at Grapevine elementary



Credits
The creation of Deep Water was made possible 
in part by a creative partnership with Glema 
Mahr Center for the Arts and by a grant from the 
Queens Council on the Arts with public funds from 
the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs 
in partnership with the City Council and by a grant 
from The Puffin Foundation.

Photos: Taylor Jones, Charlene Kim, Jeremy Lintz, 
Corey Melton, Steven Schreiber, Sarah Seehafer, 
Scott Rockwell and Topaz Arts

Design: Charles Council


